PRESIDENT’S LETTER

Dear RC02 Economy and Society Members, Colleagues, and Friends,

How can RC02 help you connect, collaborate, and create? Send me your ideas. If you are interested in organizing a conference on a theme connected to economy and society, particularly in 2019 or 2021, we can provide institutional support and some funding. Again, please reach out to me with your ideas.

We are simultaneously a global community of scholars that meets periodically, and a broader academic society tied together in real time by publications and electronic media such as these. Over the next four years, I am pursuing several strategies to better publicize your research and to update our communication media.

Our initial low-hanging fruit in this larger project is replacing our old email listserv with this new email platform. The default setting is to receive announcements (when available) on Fridays. At the bottom of every email you will have the option to change this to monthly emails, or to unsubscribe completely. Please send calls for papers, new positions, recent books and published articles to dstoltz [at] nd [dot] edu (please put RC02 in the subject). The more you share, the more you help your global colleagues.

This electronic magic was created by Dustin Stoltz, our new Secretary and Newsletter Editor, and a doctoral candidate at Notre Dame University. By year’s end, our biannual pdf newsletters will be moved to an electronic platform, and both the newsletter and announcements will be available and archived on our new website.

Lastly, below is the contact information of your elected board and officers. We are at your service. Please feel free to reach out to us at any time with your ideas, questions, or requests.

Keep in touch!

Aaron Pitluck

President: Aaron Z. Pitluck, Illinois State University, Aaron.Pitluck [at] IllinoisState [dot] edu
Vice President: Karen Shire, University Duisburg-Essen, karen.shire [at] uni-due.de
Secretary & Newsletter Editor: Dustin S. Stoltz, University of Notre Dame, dstoltz [at] nd [dot] edu
Treasurer: Cory Blad, Manhattan College, cory.blad [at] manhattan [dot] edu
Board members:
William Carroll, University of Victoria, wcarroll [at] uvic [dot] ca
Chris Chase-Dunn, University of California-Riverside, christopher.chase-dunn [at] ucr [dot] edu
Heidi Gottfried, Wayne State University, ag0921 [at] wayne [dot] edu
Nadya Araujo Guimaraes, University of São Paulo,
THE CONSTITUTION OF ENTREPRENEURIAL IDENTITIES IN BRAZIL: three case studies of the sociological dimensions of entrepreneurship building efforts

BY Aline Coutinho

These are times of crisis. In 2013, Brazil witnessed the worst civil unrest since the redemocratization process in the 1980s. Unemployment rates have been soaring, economic growth has stalled, businesses have been closing, and financial investments have declined. To top it all, the political crisis culminated in the 2016 impeachment of the Brazilian president Dilma Rousseff.

Discontentment is generalized among the middle and working classes. But in the confines of business communities and organizations that support businesses, a different tone appears to be conveyed: times of crisis are also times of opportunities, especially for entrepreneurial individuals. Accordingly, innovative and creative minds persevere, and are not demotivated by the circumstances. These individuals are constantly looking for business opportunities while others are struggling to overcome the challenges they encounter.

At first sight, and especially for those who abide by the Schumpeterian notions of creative destruction processes, and the role that entrepreneurs play on
economic growth, this picture of the entrepreneur as a somewhat special economic agent who is the motor of economic change seems unsurprising. However, in Brazil, even the terms ‘entrepreneurship’ and ‘entrepreneurs’ have only been included in the language dictionaries in the last decade of the twentieth century. This is not to say that people did not produce innovative products or design new production processes hitherto. The argument posed here is that what is recent in Brazil, and in many global South countries, is that the entrepreneur has become a pervasive socioeconomic identity. This did not happen overnight. The constitution of entrepreneurial identities in Brazil entails a long social process of group boundary-making, the diffusion of market-oriented behavioral practices, and the active promotion of new social and institutional dynamics. It is these processes that I have been investigating.

I am puzzled by questions such as how did ideas and values related to entrepreneurship come to be so widespread in Brazil? Where did the most renowned policies and programs to foster entrepreneurial behaviors come from? And, how different efforts to promote entrepreneurial identities and behaviors organize the way different people see themselves as economic agents? To answer these questions, I drew inspiration from policy diffusion scholarship (Stone, 2012), performativity theory (Callon, 1998), and scholarship on entrepreneurial networks (Dubini and Aldrich, 1991) to design three exploratory qualitative case studies to identify the processes and mechanisms involved in the constitution and establishment of entrepreneurial identities in Brazil.

The studies focus on three entities that gathered considerable reputation and praise for their efforts to constitute a more ‘entrepreneurial society’ (Gilbert, Audretsch, and McDougall, 2004; Audrestch, 2007; Thurik, Stam, and Audretsch, 2013) and to promote entrepreneurial behaviors or competencies (McClelland 2010 [1965]) in the global South.

The first study examines the diffusion of Empretec, a behavioral program launched by the United Nations to promote entrepreneurial behavior in emerging and developing economies. The second case consists of the analysis of the practices carried out by Endeavor, an organization headquartered in New York, with the mandate to promote high-impact entrepreneurship in the global South, that is, potentially scalable businesses. Finally, the third case study investigates the emergence of online networks of support for women entrepreneurs in Brazil, and the bodies of knowledge and resources that they make accessible to women.

Assembling and comparing the findings from the above case studies, it is possible to suggest that the most celebrated efforts to promote entrepreneurship and create entrepreneurial identities in Brazil have its origins in Northern organizations. So far, nothing surprising. However, the establishment of these efforts in the global South resorts to both Northern agendas of entrepreneurship-building as well as to the enrollment and mobilization of local organizations and individuals in the South. The promotion of entrepreneurial identities and behaviors depends on the synergies between global and local organizations and individuals. These actors may share similar goals of promoting market-oriented institutions, while their intentions may widely vary (for example, some intend to create a special group of select ambitious entrepreneurs, while others seek to provide women with alternative career opportunities). As such, a variety of services and support networks to promote entrepreneurial identities emerge, cater to different individuals and perform different groups who all claim to be entrepreneurs, but whose understanding of entrepreneurship differ.

More importantly, the findings also suggest that even though the promotion of entrepreneurial
behaviors and culture may ultimately lead to economic growth, the existing efforts to promote entrepreneurship in the South do little to address the rising economic inequality in the region. My studies provide empirical evidence that existing efforts to constitute entrepreneurial individuals and promote entrepreneurial behaviors actually end up reproducing unequal structures of resource distribution and allocation that favors privileged individuals. That is, while some programs and networks mainly provide behavioral workshops and networking opportunities among its members, other organizations such as Endeavor select few individuals and provide them with valuable mentoring from highly successful business individuals, access to Ivy League educational programs, and the opportunity to benefit from “angel” private financing. The former usually cater to broader audiences, while the latter provides intensive support to individuals who satisfy their selection process requirements and generally come from more affluent sectors of Brazilian society.

All in all, there is nothing natural about entrepreneurial economic actors. These are identities and groups that have been performed in the past thirty years. If we acknowledge and understand the social dynamics involved in the constitution of entrepreneurial societies and identities, we will be better equipped to evaluate policies and programs that present entrepreneurship as the Holy Grail for economic development.

Aline Coutinho (aline [dot] coutinho [at] uottawa [dot] ca) is a PhD candidate at the University of Ottawa, and an economic sociologist focusing on entrepreneurship, economic identities, and economic globalization.
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INVESTIGATING FINANCIAL RISKS: A call for ethnographic data

BY Anne EA van der Graaf, PhD

The story behind the financial crisis is relatively well known. By cutting-up and repackaging mortgage risks, banks could make more profit. At the same time, they amplified their financial losses which expanded to financial institutions all over the globe. Ten years after the global financial crisis, a new one is never far away but where will the risks come from next time? In order to know that, as economic sociologists we need to know more of the object itself: financial risks.

Capital requirements, internal risk assessments and stress tests all give an image of a world in which risks are controlled. The capital is a buffer to accounted losses, internal risk assessments would determine if investments follow the risk appetite of an organization, and stress tests would show the resilience of financial institutions and overall financial stability. What is behind all these numbers? In this short piece, I argue in favor of ethnographic research on financial risks. The environment of the
object’s creation makes direct observations the only way to fully understand them.

Ethnographies or the methods of observations have the ability to go beyond representations. Both qualitative and less intrusive qualitative data can hide the inner-workings of financial risks. Aggregated numbers found in balance sheets and supervisory risk reports are the result of many a discretionary choice taken by the makers of these figures. Similarly, even though to a lesser extent, interviews and document analysis both lack the ability to obtain information about the exact process. They remain representations of either the interviewee or the writer of the document. On the other hand, observations, participant or not, allow for access to the details of the creation behind the risk representation.

Risks are not only economic or technical objects; they originate from specific social and organizational settings. While accumulations of risk numbers, balance sheet entries and communications to supervisors, through for example stress tests, all give a representation of risks, they lack the understanding of their creation. Ethnographic observations with an understanding of the local knowledge structures, such as economic sociologists have known to do, are the only way to understand financial risks. The reasons to understand the details behind the risks are threefold. There is the possibility of involved actors to lose face, the malleability of financial figures and their creation within the organization.

**LOSING FACE**
First of all, let me explain the aspect of losing face. All actors involved in the risk creation can lose face if they show the difficulties of the process. The outcome of the risk namely determines the survival of the organization. Therefore, everything that inhibits that presentation of health can lead to a bad reputation. For an organization to openly report its risk practices, including the negative events or difficulties, incentives need to be very high.

The creation of risk numbers inside financial organizations is not only crucial to investments; the organization’s life depends on them. Regulators, investors and accountants all demand compliance to their expectations in both reporting and financial results. All these actors have the possibility to bring down the organization. Ample examples exist, for instance through the European supervisors “Failure” or “Likely to Fail” decision or by pulling out investments. Risk creation is thus organizationally sensitive, making it likely to be kept under relative secrecy.

Not only can the organization suffer, so can the creators of risks, the risk managers. I call them the creators because they are, in the final instance, the people in financial organizations who make the risk assessments, allowing them to exist. The risk managers have the responsibility to avoid negative events for the organization. If such an event would actually take place, they would not necessarily do a good job. Therefore, to openly speak or report about such negative possibilities would entail a direct loss of their reputation. Thus, one cannot directly expect the actors that make financial risks to openly speak about the difficulties they have in the creation of the numbers.

In my research on financial market risk managers, the difference between interviews and observations was extremely striking. The interviewees in semi-structured interviews explained their work by emphasizing their successes at limiting problems and giving general descriptions of processes. Even the more candid interviewees did not show the nitty-gritty decisions that made their risk assessments. The observations, on the other hand, showed the messiness of the creation of the numbers. None of this fit the expectations of a rational, impartial and well-thought through risk measures. By explaining to me their processes, and being involved myself, I saw the difficulties of the
risk managers to make their assessments and have them stick.

**MALLEABILITY**

Secondly, financial risks are part of the financial reporting and market practices. Critical accounting studies have shown the ability of actors to change accounting figures (Vollmer 2007). The term used is malleability, whereby the number adapts to the circumstances in which it is created. Malleability initially meant the ability to let numbers change. Accounting in that sense is not a fixed set of values, the use of the rules is fluid.

Malleability is crucial in the understanding of financial risk that both allude to accounting values and financial market estimates. One can relatively easily change the assumptions of a model or the accounting classifications. Therefore, the assessment as represented is only a reflection of the environment in which it was created at the time.

When I sat behind the desks of the risk managers, they showed me the small decisions they made in their assessments. From running a computer program in a different way, changing the data because the numbers did not make sense for interpretation or by changing accounting categories for costly assets, all of these choices fell inside the rules yet could completely change the final representation.

Not only did the (smaller) choices of the risk managers lead to changeable risk assessments, (larger) choices made in and between teams led to a similar malleability of the figures. I was able to sit in meetings and write down the interactions behind the final creation of risk numbers. Discussions ranged from contestations on the use of software programs to the necessity to obtain a very specific outcome.

**ORGANIZATIONAL ENVIRONMENT OF RISK CREATION**

The environment in which the risks are created is the third reason for the need for observation data. Namely, the organizations in which financial risks are created have their own local logics. While the borders of organizations are porous, they still exist. The actions that people take beyond them, hidden from sight, make the financial market risks.

While the technology of making a risk number might seem relatively simple, their organizational dependence is not. Local rationalities, employees who are ‘making out’ and the legitimacies created in a team all make these risk assessments (Burawoy 1979, Friedberg 1997). Since these situations are behind the doors of the organization, to know them means going beyond those same doors. Either by participating or by simply observing, the local rationalities can be studied rather than just their representation.

The meetings I attended are a great example of these local rationalities. Take for example a meeting on the risks related to derivative models I was able to observe at Bank F. One of the risk managers, Janice, had suggested some improvements to the models. The theoretical discussion was supposed to be one between models based on historical market data or expectations of how markets react. However, the underlying discussion was based on one simple argument: that the three men who also worked on the models, in risk management and elsewhere, disliked Janice. They even acknowledged this. Therefore, Janice’s suggestions only encountered negative criticisms from her counterparts. Finally, the outcome of the discussions and the proposed changes to the methodologies reflected this social stand-off. To summarize, the local rationality of dislike of one person determined how Bank F valued its derivative models. The risk creation thus directly depended on the interactions of the people on the inside of the organization.

**ENTERING THE FINANCIAL ORGANIZATIONS**

Many will say that access to financial organizations is difficult. That is true. It requires convincing power, generally a trade of some sorts and most importantly the skills necessary to comprehend the technicalities.
of the world. However, bankers and financiers are not the boogeymen we easily think they are. Similar to any other setting, the multiplicity of people also leads to a diversity of ideas and interests, who can also relate to the quests of a sociologist.

In my case, it took nine months of talking to bankers and insurers to find an entry in an organization. That road to the observation included multiple dead-ends. Take for example the time where one of the advisers to the CEO of a large European bank promised me a couple of weeks of observations in the trading room. Sadly nothing came of the promise. However, I just needed one location to observe but ended up with two. Chance was involved but also persistence and an ability to convince the people inside of the organizations on the relevance of my work.

While the above only restates that access to finance is difficult, it is possible. Not only did I manage to obtain it, so have many other social scientists. If we fully want to understand the financial world, as I believe, we need to know what goes on in the darkest depths of these markets. Not making the effort would mean we seem to give up one of academia’s ultimate goals: to know more about the world in which we live. Given finance’s clout on the rest of the economy and society, it is time we fully understand its risks. Without observations, this becomes difficult.

While many steps have been taken to understand the behemoth that is global finance, we nearly do not know enough. Especially the empirics lack on the practices of financial actors, including financial organizations.

Anne EA van der Graaf defended her PhD at Sciences Po, Paris, France last September. Her research focuses on risk management of financial markets, insurance, and banking. Her latest publication is The risk fluctuation "The consequences of avoiding interest rate risk", in the collected volume The Making of Finance, edited by Isabelle Chambost, Marc Lenglet and Yamina Tadjeddine. The book came out in 2018 and gives an overview of the French social studies of finance.
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